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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
11 The elementary school is the place where geography may render its 
greatest service to modern society .111 
Textbooks are a necessary part of the equipment that a teacher must 
have to aid her in making this statement a meaningful reality. Textbooks 
should be chosen so that they will best meet the needs of the children in 
a classroom. A haphazard selection of a text is as outmoded as having 
every child reading on the same page, in the same reading book, at the 
same time. 
11 It is desirable in all instances to make a careful examination of 
the content of textbooks and of their organization before deciding upon 
the question of their selection or adoption. 112 
A busy teacher should have at her disposal some guide to assist her 
in the proper choice of texts. This analytical guide would help her to 
determine the books that cover to the greatest degree the understandings 
she ;fishes to develop and the facts she wants to teach. With this idea 
in mind, an analysis of the treatment of New England in eight fifth grade 
geography textbooks has been made in the present study. 
1 J. Russell Smith, "How Geography Contributes to General Ends in Educa-
tion,11 Thirt -Second Yearbook of the National Societ for the Stud of 
Education Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 
1933), pp. 29-39. 
2 John A. Clement, Manual for Analyzin and Selectin Text Books (Champaig , 
Illinois: The Garrard Press, 1942 , pp. 3-29. 
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CHAPI'E..fl II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
In all of the literature on the teaching of geography it is the con-
sensus that the text is the most important tool that a teacher has in a 
classroom. According to Thralls and Reeder, "The textbook is the most 
important of all the geographic tools available to the teacher. As texts 
play such a significant part in the geogr aphy work, they should be chosen 
with great care." 1 
In a study of the history of early American school books it is i n-
teresting to notice the religious tone of the content. Not until the 
church and the school diverged did t he textbooks lose their religious 
aspect and become more secular. Jensen reports: 
The first textbook written and published in America was 'The 
New England Primer,' which was written by Benjamin Harris in Boston, 
sometime between 1687 and 1690. It was a tiny book about t hree 
inches wide and four long, printed in small, irr egular hand-cut type. 
Most of the pages looked blotched and mottled. It contained about 
eighty pages of New England puritanism, savage theology, contempt 
of joy and tenderness, sturdy self-reli ance, and noble emphasis on 
right living. 2 
Jedidiah Morse is credited with writing the first American geography 
text. Johnson in his history of old-time schools describes it a s follows: 
1 
It i ncludes, as do all the early geography books, a good many 
imaginative travellers' tales picked up from newspapers and other 
chance sources without any pains being taken to verify them or to 
Zoe Thr alls and E. H. Reeder, Geography in the Elementar y Schools (New 
York : Rand McNally, 1931), pp. 380-387. 
2 Frank A. Jensen, Current Procedures in Selectin 
J. P. Lippincott Company, 1931, pp. 1-13. 
Textbooks (Philadelphia: 
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inquire as to their reliability of their authors. In fact, it some-
times seemed as if the more fabulous the story, the better its chance 
to be recorded in the school textbook. 3 
Hall-Quest also speaks about the early funerican text: 
Judged by modern standards, none of these texts conformed to 
the needs of the pupil , or to the conditions of hygienic study. 
They were miserably printed, the paper was of very poor quality, and 
the organization of the subject matter, in the main, loose and il-
logical.4 · 
Gradually, the text found its rightful place in our school system. 
With each succeeding generation of student s more and more attention is 
being given to the textbook. Cubberly reports: 
Probably the most important of the forces directly responsible 
for American education has been the creation of the high standard 
American textbook which has long served a s a. guide for both teachers 
and pupils . 5 
With the ever increasing emphasis being placed upon the selection of 
textbooks among educators, competition among textbook publishers is be-
coming more keen. In the report of the American Textbook Publishers the 
question is asked: 
~fuat, then, is the role of the textbook? The modern textbook 
is more and more thought of as an assistant teacher in print. It 
is the author's effort to enter t he classroom as personally as the 
pages of a book 1rill permit. He sets up as clearly as possible the 
aims which his teaching is to accomplish, vvhether to develop skills, 
understandings or attitudes or some of all three. Then he draws on 
all his experience as a teacher to meet the goals he has set for 
himself. 6 
3 Clifton Johnson, Old Time Schools and School Books (New York: The JVIac-
millan Company, 1904), pp. 318-336. 
4 Alfred L. Hall-Quest, The Textbook, How to Use and Judge It (New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1918), pp. 14-41. 
II 6 
I 
11 The Role of the Textbook and Its Publisher, 11 Textbooks in Education 
5 Ellwood P. Cubberly, ' 'A Distinctive American Achievement ," Educational 
Progress, 5:45, January, 1926. 
I (Ne~<r York: The American Textbook Publishers Institute, 1949) pp . 3-10. 
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a text. Cooper in his report states: 
Geographers are criticized because there does not seem to be an~ 
universal agreement among them as to vffiat should be included in the 
content for a given grade. In our opinion there can never be any 
agreement, except on very general principles. The human factor is 
the great variable which makes geography content differ so . This 
should not be considered a weakness of the subject, but rather its 
strongest point. Geography furnishes a field in which the common 
interests of many sciences are brought together and correlated, and 
yet in furnishing this field it does not lose its own identity. 
Consequently, it is the most human subject of the curriculum. It 
builds no wall about itself nor does it put up 11 no trespass11 signs 
for other subjects, but invites their co-operation. This attitude 
is a mark of its strength.? 
There have been various analyses done on different phases of social 
studies textbooks. Bixby'sg research on Africa is similar to the present 
study inasmuch as it is a report on the treatment of a region. It ana-
lyzes just the section of the texts where the material on Africa is pre-
sented . The report is not an attempt to judge the texts; it is merely a 
concise presentation of the treatment of Africa as found in the eight 
texts selected by the writer for analysis. 
Similarly, Nye:-ick9 investigat ed history texts. His is a study to 
det ermine the treatment of Russia as it is presented in American history 
texts to American students. Nye-rick concluded that the treatment of events 
by an author determined to a great degree the thinking or lack of thinkin 
done by the student. 
7 C. E. Cooper, 11 A Method for Judging and Scoring Textbooks , " The Journal 
of Educational Method, 4:325-333, April, 1925. 
g Edith P. Bixby, "The Treat ment of Africa in Ei ght Sixth Grade Geography 
Books," ( unpublished Master's service paper, Boston University, 1946 ) . , 
9 vJ. c. Nyerick, liThe Treatment of Russia in American History Textbooks," L 
(~~lished~)=~=s=t=e=r='s.~t=h=e=s=i=s=,~B=o=s=t=o=n~U=n=i=v=e=r=s=i=t=y=,~l=9=5=0=)=.~~~~~~~~~l--~ ~ 
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Further in the field of textbook analyses are those wnich treat one 
phase of a text as it is presented throughout the entire book. The 
Drisco1110 thesis does this in an analysis of questions and exercises in1 
a series of geography texts. The purpose of the study was to determine 
the higher mental processes required to solve the questions and exercises 
presented in the texts chosen for analysis. 
Fleming11 analyzed the pictures found in seven fifth grade history 
texts. She found that the recent years have witnessed many changes in 
the pictures of elen1entary textbooks and reports that in some of the 
present-day geography and history books, pictures comprise one of the 
chief features. 
Similarly, Basquil12 investigated the maps presented in seven fifth 
grade history texts. 
All of the aforen1entioned analyses reveal many interesting features 
about some of the textbooks in use in our schools. The most important 
deduction to be made from these studies is the very evident need for the 
evaluation of texts before they are presented to our students. The write 
does not vdsh to convey the impression that the proper analyzing and se-
lection of a text will act as a panacea for all of the problems that a 
teacher will meet in teachli1g geography. This idea is best expressed in 
10 Irene vi . Driscoll, 11 An Analysis of Questions and Exercises in Ten I 
Sixth Grade Geography Books on the Basis of the Higher Mental Processes
1 Required in their Solution, 11 (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 1 
University, 1948). 
ll l-Iary F. Fleming, 11 An Analysis of the Pictures Found in Seven Fifth 
Grade American History Textbooks, 11 (unpublished !-faster 1 s thesis, Bosto 
University, 1949). 
12 Lewis L. Basquil, 11 An Analysis of the Maps Found in Seven Fifth Grade 
5 
American History Textbooks," (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston ==U=n=i~ersity_, 1949). --'--=-= _ _ ____ !=~ ~~ 
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the follmvmg quotation from the publication, School and Society: 
Teachers would still be helpless in determining the relat ive 
value of a textbook even with the best analysis before them, because 
they cannot be relied upon to be able to interpret the facts scien-
tifically unless they know what the demands of life are . It is neces 
sary, then, to arrive at the proper evaluation of the facts. This 
cannot be done without going beyond the textbook to the broader f~d 
of the subject matter as expressed in the needs of everyday life in 
the home, in business, and society . 13 
l3 "Het hods Used m the Analysis of Textbooks, 11 School and Society, 
24:67e-6e4, November, 1926. 
- ~----~~-----=--- =================== - ---
CHAPTER III 
PHOCEDURE USED IN THE STUDY 
After reading the sections devoted to a study of New England in each 
of the texts selected, the following topics were chosen for analysis. 
These topics were selected beca.use they seemed to be representative of 
all the material presented on New Engl and in all of the eight texts as 
a group. The quantity of material presented under each topic varies with 
each i ndividual text. This variance will be noted in Chapter IV where a 
quantitative analysis of the topics selected is presented. 
1. Cities and Towns 
2. Products 
3. Industries 
4. Climate and Soil 
5. Historical Content 
6. Personalities 
?. Landmarks 
8. Rivers 
9. Schools and Colleges 
10. Pictures 
11. Haps 
12. Running vfords -
The most recent editiorn of the following eight texts were chosen 
for the analysis. 
A. Atwood, Wallace W. and Helen G. Thomas, The American Nations. 
Boston: Ginn and Company, 1945. 
B. Barrmvs, Harlan H. and Edith Putnam Parker, United States and 
Canada. Ne;.r York: Silver Burdett Company, 1941. 
C. Barrows, Harlan H., Edith Putnam Parker, and Clarence \J'loodrow 
Sorenson, The American Continents. New York: Silver Burdett 
Company, 1946. 
D. Bodley, G. R. and E. L. Thurston, North America. Nevf York: 
Iroquois Publishing Company, Inc., 1945. 
-7- l 
E. McConnell, W. R., Geography of the Americas. 
l-1cNally and Company, 1945. 
New York: Rand 
F. Smith, J. Russell, Geography of the Americas for Elementary 
Schools. Philadelphia: John C. \•'linston Company, 1946. 
G. Smith, J. Russell and Frank E. Sorenson, Neighbors in the America s!· 
Philadelphia: John C. Winston Company, 1948 . , 
- I 
H. Stull, DeForest and Roy W. Hatch, Journeys Through North America. 
Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1948. 
The texts have each been given an initial as indicated for purposes 
of charting the material presented. This initial key has been used 
throughout the study. 
A summary of the system of checking and evaluating used for the 
texts follows. Cities and towns in the running text vTere counted, but 
not cities and towns under pictures. A list of all the facts about all 
the cities and towns mentioned would be impractical for this study. The 
writer listed all the cities and towns and the pertinent f acts given 
about each one. A group of qualified fifth gr ade teachers, who include 
a study of New England as a part of their social studies program, were 
asked to report on this list. This group 1vere requested to select from 
the lis~ those cities or towns and the facts mentioned about them that 
they felt were imnortant for a fifth grade chi ld to have some knowledge 
of a s a result of a study of New England. The opi nions of these teachers 
were tabulated and scored and t hose cities and towns receiving the highest 
score were selected for a factual analysis. The f acts concerning the 
industries vrere select ed in the sarne way. Pictures 1vere charted accordin 
li to subject, fo r it 1'las felt that in a study such as this the sub ject of 
I the picture was the important issue, and not the s ize. The remainder of 
the topics were t abulated exactly as they were presented i n each book . 
_____ L ---
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estimated number of running words >vas determined by cou,.'1ting the num-
9 
ber of words in an average column and multiplying by the number of whole , 
half andquarter columns. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
The initial key for the different texts is used as -vms indicated 
i n Chapter III. Table I represents all of the cities and tov·ms mentioned 
in the eight texts analyzed. 
Ridgley states, 11 An accurate and comprehensive knmvledge of location 
is necessary to a correct and adequate consideration of the geogr aphy of 
a region. 111 
TABLE I 
CITIES AND T01~JNS OF NEltl ENGLAND hENTI ONED 
IN EIGHT FIFTH GRADE GEOGRAPHY TE.,'(TBOOKS 
A B c D E F G H 
Ansonia, Conn. X 
Attleboro, :Hass. X 
Auburn, Maine X 
Augusta, Maine X X X X 
Bangor, Maine X X X X 
Bar Harbor, :Haine X 
Barre, Vermont X X X X 
Bath, Maine X X 
Beverly, Nass. X 
Biddeford, Maine X 
Boston, Mass. X X X X X X X X 
Brattleboro, Vermont X 
Bridgeport, Conn. X X X X X X 
Brockton, Hass. X X X X X X 
Brunswick, J:l".ta ine X 
Burlington, Vermont X X 
Total 
Texts 
l 
l 
1 
4 
4 
l 
4 
2 
l 
l 
8 
1 
6 
6 
l 
2 
1 Douglas C. Ridgley, 11 Natural Envirorunent and Human Activity," Thirt y-
Second Yearbook of the National Societ for the Stud of Education 
Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1933 , pp.385- l 
394. 1 
-10-
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TABLE I (continued) 
CITIES AND TOi<JNS OF NEVv ENGLAND MENTIONED 
.IN EIGHT FIFTH GRADE GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
Total 
A B c D E F G H Texts 
Calais, Maine X 1 
Cambridge, Mass. X X X 3 
Chicopee, Mass. X 1 
Concord, Mass. X X 2 
Concord, N. H. X 1 
Dalton, Mass. X 1 
Danbury, Conn. X X X 3 
Danvers, Mass. X 1 
Eastport, Maine X 1 
Fall River, Hass. X X X X X X 6 
Franklin, N. H. X 1 
Gloucester, Mass. X X X X X X X X g 
Hanover, N. H. X 1 
Hartford, Conn. X X X 3 
Haverhill, l>iass. X X X X X 5 
Holyoke, !VJ.as s. X X X X X 5 
Kittery, Maine X 1 
Lawrence, Mass. X X X X X X 6 
Lewiston, !VJ.aine X X 2 
Lexington, Mass. X X 2 
Lov1ell, 11as s • X X X X X X X 7 
Lynn, Hass. X X X X X 5 
:Vanche:ster, N. H. X X X X X 5 
l~rblehead, !Vass. X X 2 
Medford, Hass. X 1 
Meriden, Conn. X X X 3 
Milford, Conn. ·x 1 
Millinocket, Maine X 1 
Montpelier, Vermont X X 2 
Nashua, N. H. X X X X 4 
Naugatuck, Conn. X 1 
New Bedford, Mass. X X X X X X 6 
Netif Britain, Conn. X X X X 4 
New Haven, Conn. X X X X X X 6 
New London, Conn. X X 2 
Newport, R. I. X 1 
North Conway, N. H. X 1 
Orono, Maine X 1 
Pawtucket, R. I. X X X 3 
Pittsfield, Mass. X 1 
Plymouth, Hass. X X X 3 
Portland, Maine X X X X X X X X 8 
Portsmouth, N. H. X X 2 
. 
---
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TABLE I (continued) 
CITIES AND T01'1J11TS OF NE\rJ ENGLlU\TD MENTIONED 
IN EIGHT FIFTH GRADE GEOGRAPHY T&\:TBOOKS 
A B c D E F G H 
Proctor, Vermont X 
Providence, R. I. X X X X X X X 
Quincy, 1'-fass. X X 
Rumford, Haine X 
Rutland, Vermont X X X 
Saco, Jviaine X 
Salem, Mass. X 
Skowhegan, Haine X 
Springfield, Mass. X X X X X X 
Stamford, Conn. X 
St. Johnsbury, Vermont X X 
Uxbridge, Nass. X 
V>Taltham, Mass. X X 
'irlaterbury, Conn. X X X X X 
Waterville, ~~ine X 
·l..roonsocket, R. I. X X 
~IJ"orcester, 1>1ass. X X X X X 
Total 16 l S 4 36 12 24 51 49 
Total 
Texts 
l 
7 
2 
l 
3 
l 
l 
1 
6 
l 
2 
l 
2 
5 
1 
2 
5 
Text G presents the greatest number of cities and towns with a total 
of fifty-one. Text H mentions a total of forty- nine and Text D thirty-six. 
Twenty-four cities and to>ms are presented i n Text F and a total of ei ghtee 
in Text B. Text A mentions sixteen and Text C presents the fei.;est number 
of cities and towns with a total of four. 
Cities and towns that are presented in the following table were 
selected by a group of fifth grade teachers as being essential to a study 
of New England. 
l2 
Of the sixteen cities and towns selected for further analysis, Texts 
G and H each mentioned fourteen. Text D mentioned thirteen of this group 
and Text B twelve. Text F ment ioned ten of the sixteen cities and towns, 
Text E presented nine and Text A eight. Text C mentioned the fewest num-
ber of this selected group of cities and towns with a total of four. 
The cities and towns and t he fact s concerning t hem that are presented 
i n the following table were selected by a group of fifth grade teachers as 
being essential to a study of New England. 
.II 
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TABLE III 
FACTS ABOUT A SELECTED GROUP OF CITIES MID TO\IJNS 
NENTIONED I l'J EIGHT FIFTH GRADE GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
A B c D E F G H 
Augusta, 1-l:aine 
Capital of Haine X X X X 
Barre, Vermont 
Center of granite industry X X X X 
Boston, 1-fass. 
Capital of the state X X X X 
Imports more than exports X X X X 
Hanufacturing center X X X 
Historical importance X X 
Railroad center X X X 
Great vmol market X X X X 
Leading New England seaport X 
Center of fishing industry X X X X X X X 
Educational center X X X 
Commercial center X X X X X 
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Hanufactures hardware X X X X 
Shipbuilding center X X 
Good seaport X X 
~anufactures metal goods X 
Brockton, Mass. 
Center of shoe industry X X X X X 
Concord, New Hampshire 
Capital of New Hampshire X 
Gloucester, Mass. 
Important fishing center X X X X X X X X 
Hartford, Conn. 
Manufacturing center X X X 
Capital of state X X 
Located on t he Conn. River X 
Holyoke, Hass. 
Center of the paper industry X X X X X X 
Lawrence, }fuss . 
Center of textile industry X X X X X 
Total 
Texts 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
3 
4 
1 
7 
3 
5 
4 
2 
2 
1 
5 
1 
3 
2 
1 
6 
5 
15 
TABLE III (concluded) 
FACTS ABOUT A SELECTED GROUP OF CITIES AND Tmv'1TS 
~ffiNTIONED IN EIGHT FIFTH GR~DE GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
Total 
A B c D E F G H Texts 
Lynn, Hass. 
Famous shoe manufacturing 
center X X X X 4 
Montpelier, Vennont 
Capital of Vermont X X 2 
Nei'l Haven, Conn. 
Manufactures metal goods X X X X 4 
Nanuf act ures hard'l•rares X X X X 4 
Seaport for commerce X 1 
Portland, Ivlaine 
Largest city in Haine X X X 3 
Shipbuilding center X X X 3 
Center of lumber industry X X X 3 
Exporting center X X X 3 
Fish canning and preserving X X 2 
Fishing center X X X X X X X 7 
Chief northern N.E. seaport X X 2 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Capital of Rhode Island X X 2 
Second l argest N.E . city X X 2 
Manufacturing center X X X X X X 6 
Important seaport X X X 3 
Center of jewelry industry X X X X X X 6 
Founded by Roger Williams X 1 
Total facts 17 20 5 lS 17 18 23 24 
Forty-two f acts about a selected group of New England cities and 
towns v1ere chosen for t abulation . Of these forty-two, Text H presented a 
total of t wenty-four, Text G twenty-three, and Text B hrenty . Texts D 
and F each presented a total of eighteen f acts about cities and towns. 
Texts A and E each presented seventeen of the forty-two facts. Text C 
presented t he fewest number of facts about cities and towns with a total 
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Texts C and F 
tion sixteen and Text D mentions fourteen. Thirteen products of New 
England are included in Text H, while Text G mentions the fewest number 
· of different products •vith a total of eleven . 
The industries of a region represent the ways in which the people 
of that region earn a living . 
TABLE V 
INDUSTRIES OF NE1v ENGLAND MENTIONED I N 
EIGHT FIFTH GRADE GEOGR~PHY TEXTBOOKS 
Total 
A B c D E F G H Texts 
Connnerce X X X X X X X 7 
Farming X X X X X X X X 8 
Fishi ng X X X X X X X X 8 
Lumbering X X X X X X X X 8 
1-fanufact uring X X X X X X X X 8 
Quarrying X X X X X X X 7 
Tourist X X X X X X X 8 
Total Industries 7 7 5 7 6 7 7 7 
Six of the eight texts ~nalyzed mentioned the seven industries tabu-
lated. Text E mentioned six of Ne;,v- England 1 s i ndustries and Text C in-
eluded five . 
l'l]hat are the f acts surrounding these industries that cause them to 
be important to New England? 
====~elf=-=-------
TABLE VI 
FACTS ABOUT NEW ENGLAND INDUSTRIES MENTIONED 
IN EIGHT FIFTH GRADE GEOGRAPHY TE..'CTBOOKS 
Total 
A B C D E F G H Texts 
Commerce 
Outgrowth of good harbors 
Forests provided lumber for ships 
Settlers needed European products 
Fishing industry promoted trading 
Cities became railroad centers 
Aided growth of manufacturing 
New England needs raw materials 
New England imports and exports 
Farming 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X X 
X 
Settlers had to farm for their food x 
Stony soil a hindrance 
Cranberries grown on Cape marshland 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X 
Tobacco raised in fertile Conn.Valley x x x x x x x x 
Growing season is short x x x x 
Potatoes raised in Haine x x x x x x x x 
Apple orchards on hilly slopes x x x x x x 
Truck gardens near cities 
Many farms >-rere abandoned 
Ne>-T England best suited for dairying 
Populated areas need dairy products 
Vermont leading dairy state 
Land suitable for raising hay 
Corn can be raised for fodder 
Fishing 
Begun by early settlers 
New England to Grand Banks 
Fish canning and preserving 
Inshore fishing 
Fish refuse used 
New England part of Contli1ental Shelf 
Creates work for many 
Lumbering 
New England led in lumbering 
Forests depleted rapidly 
Government aiding i n reforestation 
1 Sofhrood trees cut for pulp 
1
1
1 
~Iaine leads i n production of spruce 
I Logs floated on nearby rivers 
J l Forests provided lumber for ~- __ shipbuilding 
X X X X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X 
X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X X X X X X X 
X X 
X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
6 
6 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
3 
l 
6 
8 
8 
4 
8 
6 
6 
4 
8 
7 
l 
5 
3 
8 
8 
8 
3 
2 
1 
2 
l 
2 
2 
8 
2 
8 
5 
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TABLE VI (concluded) 
FACTS ABOUT NE~J El'JGLAND INTIUSTRIES 1-'IENTIONED 
IN EIGHT FIFTH GRADE GEOGRI\PHY TEXTBOOKS 
Total 
A B c D E F G H Texts 
1-fanufacturing 
Raw materials to finished products X 1 
Requires skilled workers X X X X X X X 7 
Requires steam or electric power X X X X X X 6 
Employs greatest number of people X X X X X 5 
Market needed for products X X X 3 
New England among largest centers X X X X X X 6 
Ra1'1 materials are imported X X X X X X X X 8 
First factories built near falls X · x X X X X X X 8 
Resulted in densely populated area.s X X X X X X X X 8 
Tmvns gre1v rapidly X X X X X X 6 
Good harbors aided its progress X X X X X X 6 
Quarrying 
Quarry is a place where rocks are 
obta ined X X X 3 
Granite and marble valuable in 
bu:ilding X X X X X X 6 
Granite quarried in all New England X X 2 
Vermont center f or marble and granite X X X X X X X 7 
Slate quarried in Vermont and Maine X X X X X X X 7 
Mica is quarried in Ne1v Hampshire X 1 
Tourist 
Healthful surruner climate X X X 3 
Nearness to seashore bathing X X X X X X 6 
Scenic beauty X X X X X X X 7 
Molmtains for hikers X X X X X X 6 
Employs hQndreds of people X X X X X 5 
Brings money into New ·England X X X X X 5 
Attracts those interested in winter 
sports X X X 3 
One of New England's largest 
industries X X 2 
Total Facts About Industries 4 7 41 2h 34 32 36 44 33 
Text A presents t he greatest number of facts about the industries of 
New England with a total of forty-seven. Text G presents forty-four facts 
-. 
and Text B forty-one. Text F presents thirty-six facts and Text D thirty-
four f acts about Ne1v England mdustries. Thirty-three facts are presented 
in Text H and thirty-two in Text E. Text C presents the fev<est facts with 
a total of twenty-four. 
A study of the climate and soil of an area will reveal a. quantity 
of information about the area. 
lileather and climate form one of the chief factors in the geo..:. 
graphic interpretation of any region • 
.... Differences in soil fertility often marks a striking con-
trast in living conditions in areas otherwise quite similar. 1 
TABLE VII 
FACTS ABOUT CLll'IATE AND SOIL IN NEl.V ENGLAND 
l~NTIONED I N EIGHT FIFTH GRADE GEOGRAPHY TEA~BOOKS 
Total 
A B C D E F G H Texts 
Soil is thin and stony X X X X X X X X 8 
Rough surface X X X X X 5 
Poor soil caused by glacier X X X X X X X X 8 
Soil is fertile in Conn.Valley X X X X 4 
Prevailing westerly winds X X X 3 
Heavy rainfall X X 2 
Variable climate X X X 3 
Middle North Temperate Zone X l 
Grovnng season is short X X X X 4 
Total Facts about Cliinate 
and Soil 4 5 3 5 7 6 3 5 
As can be noted from the above table, Text E mentions seven of the 
nine facts t abulated under climate and soil. Text J.i' includes six of the 
nine facts; Text B, G, and H mention five each; Text A mentions four. 
1 Dougl as C. Ridgley, 11 Nat ural Environment ar1.d Human Activity, 11 Thirty-
Second Yearbook of the National Societ for the Stud of Education 
Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1933 , 
pp. 181-188. 
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Texts C and G include three of ~~e nine facts that ha.ve-~e~:-=t~bulated,-: ~-~ 
fe"VTest mentions of all the texts. 
The total number of words devoted to climate and soil in each of the 
eight texts was obtained by a vrord-by-1..rord counting. 
TABLE VIII 
TOTAL NUNBER OF RUNNI NG vfORDS ON 
CLllfATE AND SOIL IN NE""vJ ENGLAND 
PRESENTED IN EIGHT FIFTH GRADE GEOGRA.PHY TEXTBOOKS 
A B c D E F G 
Total Running ~'lords 129 196 242 336 500 410 384 
H 
154 
Text E presented the greatest number of words on climate and soil 
with a total of five hundred. Four hundred ten words were presented in 
Text F and three hundred eighty-four in Text G. Text D presented three I 
hundred t hirty-six words on climate and soil and Text C two hundred forty- ~ 
two. Texts B and H presented one hundred ninety-six and one hundred , 
fifty-four, respectively. The fewest number of words on climate and soil 
were presented in Text A ;vith a total of one hundred twenty-nine. 
To have a clearer concept of the geography of New England a child 
should kno'ttl something of New England's history. 
History has a geographic setting . To understand the present, 
we need to know at least two t hings: the geographic set ting and 
something about hoi..r t his geographic setting has been used in the 
past. 2 
2 J. Russell Smith, Geo a h of the Americas for 
(Philadelphia: The John C. vlinston Company, 194 
Schools 
:\ 
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TABLE IX 
HISTORICAL CONTENT ABOU'l' NE\."V ENGL!lND 
JviENTIONED IN EIGHT FIFTH GRADE GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
Total 
A B C D E F G H Texts 
Pilgrims, 1620 
Settled near the coast 
Colonial homes 
Difficulties in early farming 
Contacts with Indians 
Weaving and spinning 
Gristmills 
Home manufacturing 
Harnessing water power 
Colonial trading 
Using the forests 
Saltmaking 
vfualing 
Landmarks 
Total Historical Facts 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X 
X X X X X X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
12 7 6 7 5 12 3 4 
7 
4 
4 
6 
2 
2 
3 
4 
4 
6 
4 
1 
3 
6 
Fourteen historical f acts were t abulated. Of these, Texts A and 
F mention t welve each. Texts B and D mention seven each and Text C in-
eludes six. Five historical facts are included in Text E and four i n 
Text H. The fewest historical facts were presented in Text G with a total 
of three. 
The total number of words presented on the history of Nev; England in 
ea ch of the eight texts was obtained by a 1.•rord -by-word counting . 
TABLE X 
TOTAL Nill1BER OF RUNNING WORDS ON THE HISTORICAL CONTENT ABOUT 
NEl!.J ENGLAND PRESENTED IN EIGHT FIFTH GRADE GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
A B c D E F G H 
Total Running Words 2,080 504 346 540 260 1,925 110 320 
j rr·==-= l I I 
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two thousand eighty. Text F presented one thousand nine hundred t1'fenty-
five words on the history of New England. Five hundred forty words were 
presented in Text D and five hundred four words in Text B. Text C pre-
sented three hundred forty-six words in the historical content and Text 
H three hundred twenty. Text E presented hto hundred sixty words. Text 
G presented the fewest number of words on the history of New England ~nth 
a total of one hundred ten. 
~.fany individualshave contributed to the growth and development of New 
England. The followi.."l.g were mentioned in the texts selected for analysis . 
TABLE XI 
PERSONALITIES MEJ\TTIONED IN THE STUDY OF NB'V ENGLAND 
ll~ EIGHT FIFTH GRADE GEO GRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
Total 
A B c D E F G H Texts 
Adams, John X 1 
Alcott, Louisa X 1 
Allen, Ethan X 1 
Bradford, William X 1 
Colt, Samuel X 1 
Fanueil, Peter X X 2 
Franklin, Benjamin X X 2 
Goodyear, Charles X 1 
Hovm, Elias X 1 
Jenks, Joseph X 1 
Longf elloi'f, Henry ~v. X 1 
Lowell, F. C. X 1 
Orr, Hugh X 1 
Revere, Paul X 1 
Slater, Samuel X X 2 
Smith, Captain John X 1 
Washington, George X 1 
Whitney, Eli X 1 
~fuittemore, Amos X 1 
~fuittier, John Greenleaf X 1 
vvilliams, Roger X 1 
vVinthrop' John X 1 
Total Personalities 0 0 1 1 1 3 514 
\I 
A total of twenty-two personalities were mentioned among all of t~~ ~-~- 24·~ ~~ 
eight texts. Fourteen of these were mentioned i n Text H. Five of the 
twenty-two were mentioned in Text G and three in Text F. II Texts C, D, and E 
mention one personali ty each. Texts A and B do not mention any. 
Landmarks are sites that serve to keep alive in our memory events of 
importance in our country's growth. 
TABLE XII 
LAND¥...ARKS OF NEVJ ENGLAND MENTIONED IN 
EIGHT FIFTH GRADE GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
A B c D E F G 
Boston Common x . X 
Bunker Hill X 
Concord Bridge X 
Fanueil Hall X X X 
King 's Chapel 
Old Ironsides 
Old North Church X 
Old South Meeting House 
Old State House X 
Paul Revere's House X 
Plymouth Rock X X 
Total Landmarks 1 1 0 7 l 0 2 
Total 
H Texts 
2 
l 
1 
X 4 
X 1 
X 1 
X 2 
X 1 
l 
1 
2 
5 
Eleven landmarks were tabulated. Text D included seven and Text H 
five. Text G mentioned two landmarks and Texts A, B, and E one each. 
Rivers were the most important factor in the growth of New England 
manufacturing and trading. 
TABLE XIII 
RIVR.fl.S OF NE"V>l ENGLAND i'-JENTIONED IN 
EIGHT FIFTH GR..I\DE GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
Total 
A B c D E F G H Texts 
Androscoggin X l 
Aroostook X X X 3 
Connect icut X X X X X X X X 8 
Housatonic X l 
Kennebec X 1 
Merrimack X X X X X X X X 8 
Penobscot X 1 
Total Rivers 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 7 
All of the texts agree that the Connecticut and Merrimack Rivers are 
of the greatest importance among the rivers of Nevr England . Texts A, B, 
C, D, and G mention only these tvm. Texts E and F mention these hvo and 
one additional river . Text G also mentions these tvm plus five other 
rivers . These five are treated in one sentence. 
From its earliest history the Boston area ha s been noted for its 
educational institutions. This fame has subsequently spread to include 
all of Ne>v Engl and . 
==# _-:_- - =-:: 
TABLE XIV 
SCHOOLS A!"\\D COLLEGES OF NEl!IT ENGLAND f.fENTIONED 
IN EIGHT FIFTH GRADE GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
A B c D E F G 
Boston Lat in School 
Boston University 
Brown University 
Dartmouth College 
Harvard University X X 
l\Tei•T England Conservatory 
of J.vlusic 
Simmons College 
University of Vermont X 
Yale University X 
Total Schools and Colleges 0 0 0 l 0 0 3 
Total 
H Texts 
X l 
X 1 
X l 
X l 
X 3 
X l 
X l 
l 
X 2 
8 
l 
II 
I 
II 
II 
I' I 
,, 
II 
( I 
I 
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Text H refers to eight .schools and colleges, the greatest number 
mentioned i n any of the texts. Text D mentions three and Text D one. 
Texts A, B, C, E, and F do not mention schools and colleges of Ne1.<r England 
Pictures that are 1·1ell selected for a. textbook help to give the child 
a more accurate idea and clearer understanding of the content. 
11 The picture furnishes the pupil a valuable vicarious experience . 
Its selection and use is a key to progress in modern geogr aphical inst ruc-
tion. u 3 
TABLE rJ" 
PICTURES OF NEirl ENGlJLl\TD PRESENTED IN 
EIGHT FIFTH GRADE GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
Total 
A B c D E F G H Texts 
Cities and Towns 2 2 2 l l l 2 7 
Industries 
Farming 7 2 7 2 2 5 6 
Fishing 2 l 2 2 l 2 6 
1-fanufacturing 3 2 2 3 5 4 l 7 
Lumbering 6 l l l 4 
Quarrying l l l l l 5 
Tourist l l 2 
Historical 3 4 l 2 7 5 
Scenic 3 3 4 2 l 3 6 7 
Buildings 
Colleges 2 l 
State Capitol l l 
Total Pictures 27 10 15 13 12 ll 9 27 
Texts A and H present the greatest number of pictures each 1vith a 
total of twenty-seven. Text C presents fifteen pictures on Ne1v Engl and 
3 William :tvl . Gregory, Alfred W. Abrams, and Rupert Peters, 11 Materials for 
Visual Instruction in Geography, 11 Thirt y-Second Yearbook of the National 
Society for the Stud of Education (Bloomington, Illinois: Public School 
Publishing Company, 1933 , pp . 3g5-394. 
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li _ and Text D presents t hirteen pictures . Twelve pictures are presented in 
I 
I 
!I 
I 
Text E, eleven in Text F, while Text G present s the fewest number of 
pictures with a total of .nine. 
:tv'm.ps are one of the visual aids, and like pictures, serve to clarify 
certain ideas and concepts. Those that are starred represent colored 
maps; others are black and white. 
TABLE XVI 
K~PS PRESENTED IN 'rHE STUDY OF NEW ENGLAND 
ll~ EIGHT FIFTH GRADE GEOGRAPHY T~~TBOOKS 
A B c D E F G 
Nevf England States * " Xi'"" xi~ 
Nor theastern United States ~- X~ X~ r,c 
Boston and Vicinity X 
New England Fishing Grounds X X 
Average Annual Precipitation X 
Distribution of Population X X 
Distribution of Dairy Cattle X X 
Natural Products and Exports X 
Historic Settlements * x* 
Annual Snowfall X 
Production of Vegetables X 
Production of Cheese X 
Product ion of Butter X 
Production of Potatoes X X X 
Production of Fruits and 
Cranberries X 
Total Haps Presented 3 5 5 l 4 2 3 
Total 
H Texts 
JC~ 3 
3 
l 
2 
l 
X 3 
2 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
1 
X 4 
1 
3 
Texts B and C present the greatest number of maps with a total of 
five each. Texts E and G present four maps each, while Text A presents 
three . Two maps are presented in Text s F and H, and Text D has the 
fewest maps, presenting only one. 
I The estimated number of runni ng words in each text v-ras obtained by 
======~ - ========== 
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counting the number of words in an average column and multipl ying by the 
nurr~er of whole, half and quarter columns. 
TABLE XVII 
TOTAL NUMBER OF RUNNI NG WORDS ON N:Eli'l ENGLAND 
PRESENTED I N EIGHT FIFTH GRADE GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
A B c D E F G 
Total Run-
H 
ning Words 7,688 2,220 2,758 3,912 6,665 5,280 2,670 4,333 
Text A presented the greatest nmnber of running words on New England 
~dth a total of seven thousand, six hundred eighty-eight. Text E pre-
sented six thousand, six hundred sixty-five words. Five thousand, two 
hundred eighty words were presented i n Text F. Text H presented four 
thousan4 three hundred thirty-three words on New England, and Text D pre-
sented three thousand, nine hundred t welve vmrds . Text C presented t -vm 
thousand, seven hundred fifty-eight words, 1-vhile Text G has a total count 
of hm thousand, six hundred seventy . Text B presented the fev.rest number 
of words on Ne'irl England with a total of two thousand, t't.V"o hundred twenty 
words. 
28 
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CHAPTER V 
S"ffi\1MARY 
The following table is a summary of the topics selected for analysis' ~~ 
TABLE XVIII 
TOTAlS OF SELECTED TOPICS FOUND IN 
EIGHT FIFTH GRADE GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
A B c D E F G H 
Cities and Towns 16 18 4 36 12 24 51 49 
Selected Cities & To"''ms 8 12 4 13 9 10 14 14 
Facts about Selected 
Cities and Towns 17 20 5 18 17 18 23 24 
Products 21 19 16 14 19 16 11 13 
Industries 7 7 5 7 6 7 7 7 
Facts about Industries 47 41 2L~ 34 32 34 39 33 
Climate and Soil 4 5 3 5 7 6 3 5 
Total Words on Climate 
and Soil 129 196 242 336 500 410 384 154 
Historical Content 12 7 6 7 5 12 3 4 
Total Words on His-
torical Content 2,080 504 346 540 260 1,925 110 320 
Personalities 0 0 1 1 1 3 5 14 
Landmarks 1 1 0 7 1 0 2 5 
Rivers 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 7 
Schools and Colleges 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 8 
Pictures 27 10 15 13 12 11 9 27 
:Haps 3 5 5 1 4 2 4 2 
Totals of Running 
Words 7,688 2,220 2,758 3,912 6,665 5,280 2,670 4,333 
It is apparent from this table that there is a wide variation in the 
eight texts analyzed. Text G mentioned fifty-one different cities and 
towns, while Text C mentioned only four. Five of the texts, B, D, F, G, 
and H mention almost the srune number of selected cities and to1vns. All 
of the texts are in agreement as to the industries of New England. The 
I 
' I 
I 
II 
I 
II 
:1 
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II 
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greatest number of industries mentioned was seven and the fewest indus-
tries mentioned in Text C was five, a difference of only two. A wide 
variance can be noted in the count of the facts about these industries . 
Text A mentioned forty-seven facts as the greatest total while Text C 
I 
mentioned twenty-four. The historical content of the texts varied greatly I 
also. Text A has a total of two thousand eight words on the history of 
New England, '"'hile Text G presented one hundred ten. The greatest number 
of words presented on a study of New England is in Text A with a total of 
seven thousand, six hundred eighty-eight . The least number of words on 
New England is in Text B with a total of two thousand, two hundred t"tventy, I 
a difference of five thousand, four hm1dred sixty-eight words. 
I 
CONCLUSIONS 
From the tabulated information it is obvious that there are great 
variations in geography textbooks. The study shows that Text G gives the 
most attention to the mention of different cities and towns and Text C 
the least. Whether or not this is indicative of a good or poor text is 
not determined by this study. 
Sixteen cities and towns were selected for further analysis. The 
method by which this group was selected is explained in Chapter III. No 
II 
single text mentioned all sixteen of these cities and towns. Texts G 
and H, hmvever, each mentioned fourteen of the group of sixteen. In the 
complete count of cities and tm-rns in Table I Text C has a total of four . I 
These same four are included in the cities and towns selected for further 
analysis . In all of the texts Boston was mentioned more than any other 
city with Text E mentioning it most frequently and Text H the least. It 
' 
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·11 number of cities and towns, it mentioned the most important city in New 
1 England the fe-vrest number of times. Again, hm'fever, this is only for the 1 
purposes of comparison. Another study similar to this present one could I 
conclude whether or not a great many cities mentioned a fe\'f times i n a 
text is of more value than a few cities mentioned with greater frequency. 
1 
Text A mentioned more products than any other text with a total of 
twenty-one. Texts B and E mentioned t-vm products 
three texts are about equa~then, in the count of 
less than Text A. These \ 
the different products. \1 
Text G mentioned the fewest number of products with a total of eleven. 
The industries were classified under seven different headings. 
Texts A, B, D, F, G, and H gave some attention to all these industries. 
Text E mentioned six of the industries and Text C five. To what extent 
these industries were treated can be noted in Table VI. Sixty-one facts 
concerning NevT England industries were selected for analysis. Text A 
I 
I 
1: 
·I 
presented forty-seven of these facts placing the greatest emphasis on I 
Text G presented forty-four facts as a total, 11 manufacturing and f arming. 
placing the greatest emphasis on farmi ng , manufacturing and tourist in-
dustries and gave the least attention to quarrying . Text B presented 
,, 
,, 
II forty-one f acts as a total and also stres ses farming and manufacturing. 1 
I 
Text B gives about equal attention to t he remaining industries giving a I 
few facts about each one but not neglecting any. Text F mentioned thirty- \! 
six facts; f arming, manufacturing, and the tourist indust ry 
Text H presented 
thirty-three facts on New England industries. 
i ng and six manufacturing. Text E presented thirty-t-T.vo facts 1-fith manu-
I 
the greatest attention . In Text E no /! 
-- -· ·~·~~==---~-~-·-----~-==lr-=· == 
facturing and f arming being given 
II 
II 
mention is made of the tourist industry, yet two of the texts mentioned 
it as one of Nei·r England 1 s greatest industries . Text D presented t hirty-
'! 
four f acts on industries -v.rith farming and manufacturing the most important .1 
I 
Text C presented the fewest number of industrial facts with t wenty-four 
as a total, the emphasis being placed upon manufacturing and vrith no men-
tion made of quarrying. 
In Table VII the writer generalized the important facts to illustrate 
how they >vere presented. All the texts gave similar i nformation about 
the soil and climate of Nev.r England. I' Text E, however, gave more att ention 
to the soil than any other text with a tota l of five hundred words, li1-
eluding the information given about the climate. Text A has the smallest 
total running words on climate and soil with one hundred and t wenty-nine. 
Text A had the l a rgest total running words on histor ica l content, 
1rith Text F second. Text G gave the least attention to historical content l 
Whether a stra i ght geogr aphy text is superior to one that has only slight 
reference to t he history of the land and its people is not fo r this i'Iriter i
1 
to say in this study . It would indeed be hard to separate the hvo en- 11 
tirely. 
TeA~ H mentioned fourteen personal ities, Texts A ru1d B none, Texts 
C, D, ::>.nd E one each . This is a great va riance a s is easily seen. Five 
of the eight texts, however, do not feel that it is important to present 
personalities i n a geogr aphy text. 
In five of the texts, B, C, E, F, and G, landmarks are not considered 
impor tant. Texts C and F do not mention any; A, B, and E mention one each,l 
and Text G mentioned two. Text D, how-mver, mentioned seven landmarks, and ' 
Text H mentioned five . Though Text A has the longest historical content, 
32 
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it mentioned only one specific landmark. 
All of the texts agree on the tvm most important rivers in New 
England, the Connecticut River and the lVIerrimack River. Text H ment ioned 
these two plus five more . These five rivers, however, are treated in one 
sentence each. 
The other texts made no mention of schools and colleges in New England. 
Texts A and H presented the largest number of pictures with a total 
of tvmnty-seven each. Text A presented seven on farming and six on lum-
bering. Text H presented seven historical pictures and five farm scenes. 
Text G presented the fe1r1est number of pictures with a total of nine. Of 
these nine, three are scenic and there is one each on cities, fishing, 
manufacturing, lumbering, quarrying and the tourist industry. 
Texts B and C presented the largest number of maps with a total of 
five. Text D presented only one black and white map on products and ex-
ports. This neglect of one of the visual aids seems unusual in a present- ' 
I 
day text. 
, I Text A devoted seven thousand, six hundred eigh~eight words to a 
study of New England, while Text B devoted the fewest number of words to 
a study of the same region v-Tith a total of two thousand, two hundred 
t1v-enty words. Again, t he writer wishes to stress that ''rordiness does 
not necessarily indicate a superior text. 
ll 
This study has been one to determine the quantity of material pre-
!I 
ll 
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sented in eight fifth grade geography textbooks. Quantity alone is not 
a sufficient standard for selecting a text. A future study of the quality ! 
I 
of the material presented in these same texts is a recommendation of the 
writer. These two, quantity plus quality, added to a teacher's knowledge 
of the needs of her children beyond the walls of a classroom, would make 
il 
I 
the ideal standard for the proper selection of a textbook. 
I 
I 
I 
!I 
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